ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Speech is a normal way of communication for humans. People learn all the necessary and relevant skills in the early childhood, with or without instructions, and rely on communication using speech. The key factor behind this process is the human speaking tract and articulation abilities. These are biological organs with properties of non-linearity, whose operations are not merely under conscious management, but are affected by factors varying from gender, childhood,and state of emotion. As a consequence, the vocalizations can change broadly in terms of their pronunciation, accents, articulation, nasality, roughness, volume, pitch, and speed. Furthermore, in the time of transmission, peoples' irregular patterns of speech can be more distorted by the background noise and echoes, as well as electrical properties or characteristics in case telephones or other electronic devices are used. All these sources of variability make speech recognition a complicated processas compared to the generation of speech [1] .
Speech recognition is the processthat converts an acoustic signal (acquired with the help of a microphone or telephone) to a collection of text or words. The recognized words can be ultimatelyused for applications, such as: commands and control, data entry,assistive technology [24] , and document preparation. These can also be used as the input to other linguistic processing models in order to achieve speech understanding. Recognition is generally consideredto be more complex when vocabularies are large or have numerous similar sounding words.
This work mainly focuses on Urdu speech recognition, as the proposed methodology is tested for the speech samples spoken inUrdu. "Urdu" is a Turkish word which means horde ‫.)"لشکر"(‬ Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and a major secondary language in the Indian subcontinent. Urdu fundamentally relates to oriental language, which is a sub-branch of Indo-Aryan, developed with the influence ofPersian, Turkish, and Arabic [2] . Urdu script is written from right to left similar to Arabic, Pashto, and Persian. There is an immense need for developing a speech recognition application for Urdu as a high percentage of Urdu speaking regions have relatively low literacy rate and, as a result, speech based interface will be very helpful in providing them with access to information [3] . This paper presents a novel speech recognition application for the Urdu language. In addition to the language of focus, i.e., Urdu, we have also performed experiments on two other oriental languages, including: Pashto and Persian. The choice of these languages is based on their local and global influences. Urdu, Persian, and Pashto are spoken in multiple countries, including: Pakistan, India, Afghanistan, and Iran.
Some speech recognition systems require a speaker to provide samples of speech before using it. These kinds of systems are custom built for a singleuser, and are, therefore, not commercially feasible. Whereas,for other types of speech recognition systems,speaker enrolment is not required in advance.Such kind of generic speech recognition systems are more likely to become familiar with the specific speakers they are trained on, resulting in lower recognition accuracy thanthe speaker dependent systems. For the isolated-word speech recognition system, speakers are required to pause briefly between spoken words. Conversely, in a continuous speech recognition system,there is no such restriction. A speech recognition system can be trained to recognize whole words. This kind of training methodology is useful in applications resembling voice command systems, in which the speech system requiresto merely recognize a small set of words. This approach is called keyword based training [4] . The method presented in this paper is based on isolated and keywords.
The objective of this paper is to use computational intelligence for speech recognition applied on isolated words of the oriental languages. Motivated by the low literacy rates of many regions of the oriental origin [25] , the proposed approach in this paper bridges the gap between the cutting-edge technology and the regional languages. The proposed system aims to provide a communication interface to illiterate people so that they can benefit from computing technologies using voice commands in their native language. Most of the existing commercially available products such as Google now [26] , Microsoft's Cortana [27] , and Apple's Siri [28] , areavailable for English. In addition to these, other recent solution for the oriental languages like, [30] , [31] , and [32] is based on text editing which again requires a well literate user.
In this paper,discrete wavelet transform (DWT) analysis andfeed forward artificial neural network (FFANN) with back-propagation isinvestigated and applied,with the aim of producing better results for speakerindependent speech recognition system tested on isolated words under general environment. For speech recognition, DWT is used with db-8 [5] , haar, and sym-8 [6] [7] filters after applying pre-processing techniques on the speech sample to extract the energy in the wavelet coefficient as well as the wavelet sub-band's coefficients. The feature vector acquired from the energy calculated from each sub-band of the wavelet coefficientis tested by FFANN with two hidden layers.The main focus of this work is to develop a system that can be integrated with any speech recognition application for oriental languages. There are many applications of the proposed system, including theuser interfaces for farmers to know the yield details, in-car systems, assistive technology for disabled [24] , computer gaming [44] , and communication interface for low literacy regions [25] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 lists the preprocessing techniques applied in this paper. Section 4 describes the basic concepts of DWT analysis, the reason for choosing DWT and finally the proposed feature extraction method. Section 5 discusses the general concept of ANN and the proposed model. Section 6 lists theexperiments. Section 7 presents the experiments on other oriental languages and comparison with the baseline. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Much work has been done in speech recognition [8-9-10] .In order to recognize speech,a computational intelligence-based solution usually makes use of a classifier. Three most commonly used classifiers are: dynamic time warping (DTW), hidden Markov model (HMM), and artificial neural networks (ANN) [11] .Different researchers have used these techniques in various ways and with diverse constraints to obtainrobust results. In [1] , a combination of ANN with HMM is presented withspatio-temporal ANN used for a small set of speech samples. In [12] , a wavelet-based features vector is tested with DTW. The solution in [12] is focused towards a fault diagnosis system for internal combustion engines. In [12] , there is another approach for speech recognition using wavelet transformation and ANN as the final classifier for a speaker dependent ASR. The study develops a wavelet packet adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (WPANFIS). An accuracy of 92% for the sample speech signals is reported. There exists detailed methodologiesin [13-14-15-16] for Urdu speech recognition by using Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) with ANN as a final classifier. STFT is the analysis technique based on the constant window size when analyzing the speech sample. The proposed technique is based on the wavelet analysis which can analyze a speech sample using a variable window size based on the frequency of the speech segment.
A speech recognition support system named BizVoice is proposed in [33] that accessspeech during a session and converts the voice data to text data with a speech recognition technology. The effectiveness of the system is evaluated during a classroom session at Aoyama GakuinUniversity. A system based on a combination of the deep bidirectional LSTM recurrent neural network architecture and the Connectionist Temporal classification objective function for speech recognition is presented in [34] . The approach directly transcribes audio data with text. The error rate of 6.7% is reported. The work demonstrates character-level speech transcription by a recurrent neural network. An interesting approach for speech recognition using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is presented in [35] . Results show reduction of error by a margin of 6-10% due to CNNs. Speech in [35] is analyzed using a 25-ms Hamming window with a fixed 10-ms frame rate. Data samples are normalized to a zero mean and unit variance. An approximate method for converting a feedforward NNLM into a back-off ngram language model is proposed in [36] . The model is then used for speech recognition. The approach can be applied to non-back-off language model for efficient decoding.The work in [37] utilizes recurrent deep neural networks for speech recognition. The approach is evaluated on 2nd CHiME challenge (track 2) and Aurora-4 tasks showing an improvement of 7% and 4%, respectively.An accelerated FPGA implementation of Lithuanian isolated word recognition system is presented in [38] . For the purpose of testing the approach in [38] , two databases are utilized. The first database has 100 words, each pronounced tentimes. The second database consists of ten words each pronounced ten times by ten speakers.The work in [39] presents a (Dynamic Time Warping) DTW-based approach for speech recognition in an intelligent electric wheelchair. Key features are obtained using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). The voice signals are then transformed to various commands.. An approach based on linear discriminant analysis is presented in [40] to recognize isolated words of Urdu. For every item in the database, 52 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are extracted for the classification purpose. Audio samples of seven speakers have been used in the system. The percentage error of less than 33% is reported for majority of samples. A comparative analysis of DWT-based features and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) for speech recognition of Urdu language is presented in [41] . The database of words is selected from the most frequently used Urdu words. A system using an open source speech recognition framework called Sphinx4, has been presented in [42] for speech recognition. The speech recognition targets Urdu language with a vocabulary of 52 isolated words.
As evident from the aforementioned literature survey, there is limited work available for speech recognition using oriental languages. There is a large amount of work available on recognizing English words. However, areas with low literacy rates require speech recognition systems based on their local languages. This is one of the major shortcomings in the previous work. The literature review also reveilles ANN and DWT being used more prominently for speech recognition. The approaches proposed in [36] produce promising results, but the literature identifies a long training time and limitations on the number of context words taken into consideration as their limitation. Similarly, the proposal in [39] suffers from the issues of local optimum.Based on these issues, the work presented in this paper deals with presenting a speech recognition approach using ANN and DWT for isolated words from the oriental languages.
PRE-PROCESSING
In pre-processing, speech related information is extracted from the speech signal. Pre-processing includes techniques like removing noise from the speech samples, pre-emphasis, silence removal from the speech samples, de-emphasis, and normalization of the speech samples. Another important pre-processing technique applied is to divide speech samples into frames or different parts. The pre-processing techniques applied on the speech samples in this work are illustrated in Fig. 1 . We start by capturing a speech sample and apply preemphases. Later the noise and silence portions of the signal are separated. This is followed by the normalization and framing of the recorded samples. These steps contribute towards the pre-processing of the audio sample recorded for the speech recognition purpose.
Speech signal capturing
In signal processing, sampling is the drop-off of a given continuous signal to a discrete signal. A sample represents a value or multiple values at any point in a particular time with respect to space. The sampling frequency (sometimes called sampling rate), denoted by F s , can be defined as the quantity of samples per second.The equation of sampling rate is f s = 1/T, where T is the time period of the signal. The sampling frequency is measured in Hertz, which is the number of samples per second.The input Urdu word spoken by a user is captured and recorded through a microphone. The captured speech signal is then stored asa waveform audio file format. A sampling rate of 16000 Hz is used for all speech samples. A total of 200 samples isrecorded for 20 Urdu words from tenspeakers under general environment. Table 1 illustrates the speech database recorded for the proposed system. 
Pre-Emphasis
Human voice typically has the trait that the signal components possessing lower frequencies encompass higher amplitudes [17] , where the higher frequencies encompass comparatively smaller amplitude. In this phenomenon, the higher frequencies (which have lower amplitude) have a lot of chances to be eliminated from the signal in the noise removal process as a noise. Hence there is a need to emphasize the high frequency components of a speech signal. For this purpose, pre-emphasis is performed, because it raises the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For pre-emphasis, the following procedure has been adopted.
Let xbe an input sound signal andpx is the resultant signal obtained after pre-emphasis, as in Eq. (1).
wheren is the number of samples in the entire speech signal. The coefficient 0.97 in Eq. (1) depends upon the order of finite-impulse response (FIR) filter used. After this, the speech signal is sent to the noise-removal procedure.
De-noising and Voice Activated Region Extraction
This process is used to cut off the recorded spoken speech sample from its neighbouring noise and silence. Induction of distortion in a speech signal fromthe surrounded environment is called noise [18] . The gap a speaker avails during the recording of a speech sample is indicated as a silence zone. There is a need ofa de-noised speech sample with the existence of regionshavingthe voice in it. The unvoiced portion of a speech signal is supposed to be an aperiodic or random waveform, while the voiced portion of a speech signal has a periodic waveform.
Normally,the first 200 milliseconds of speech recording match as unvoiced region. This is because of the time taken by speaker to speak while starting the recording. As stated by the Central Limit Theorem, all the unvoiced regions of a particular speech signal will pursue a normal distribution with a mean and standard deviation. We can assume mu as the mean and sigma as the standard deviation of the first 200m-sec of that particular speech signal. For a normal distribution under the 68-95-99.7 rule [19] , 99% of the data in a speech signal lies at a distance of 3 × sigma from the mean; 95% of the data in the speech signal lies at a distance of 2 × sigma from the mean;and 68% of the data in the speech signal lies at distance of 1 × sigma from the mean; as represented by Eq. (2), Eq. (3), and Eq. (4) respectively. 
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If the distance of s from the mean mu is smaller than 3, we can declare with 99% confidence that this particular speech sample is noise [20] . This can be represented mathematically as: 
...(5)
Next, the speech samples which are recognized as noise are marked zero, whereas those recognized as voice are marked one. The resulting array of both zeroes and ones is divided into (non-overlapping) windows of 10 m-sec of length. Either a one or zero is assigned to all the samples contained in a particular window on the basis of the majority of one's or zeroes that exist in a particular window. Fig.2 shows the original speech sample for the Urdu word "paanch", while Fig.3 shows the entire voiced region extracted by selecting only those windows which are marked as ones. 
De-emphasis
De-emphasis is exactly the opposite process of pre-emphasis. In this process, a speech sample is converted back to its original amplitude and frequency after removing the noise and silence. The whole process of de-emphasis together with pre-emphasis is called emphasis. The equation for de-emphasis is given as:
wheren is the number of samples contained in the entire speech signal.
Normalization
A speech signal is normalized to make sure that the volume of a speaker during the recording of speech signal does not have an effect on the analysis as follows. Mean (x))) 
x= ((x -Mean (x)))/(MAX (ABS ((x -
.(7)
wherex is a speech signal acquired after de-emphasis. Fig. 4 shows the normalized speech signal of the Urdu word "paanch". 
Speech framing
After normalization, the speech signal is divided into three sets of identical length, with 33% overlap. This phenomenon means that the speech signal is separated into 3 × groups of equal duration, such that all the groups share 33% values in common. Speech framing is done because speech signals are not stationary. Suppose that the length of a sound signal is (2×L+1), then the first group contains values from 1 to (9 × L ÷ 7). The second group contains values from (6 × L ÷ 7) to (15 × L ÷ 7). Finally the third group contains values from (12 × L ÷ 7) to (2×L+1). Therefore, each group has an estimated length of (9 × L ÷ 7). Fig. 5 shows the three frames of the resultant speech signal after normalization of the Urdu word "paanch".
Fig.5: Speech signal after performing framing
During the speech recognition process, information for every speech sample (both training and testing set) is stored in a codebook or a vector array ofm×n dimension,where m is the length of the speech signal and n is the number of speech samples fed to the system for extracting the features from it.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction plays a key rolein the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, and is possibly the most significant component of developing an intelligent system on the basis of speech or speaker recognition.
Features extracted have an effect on the performance of a classifier [12] . A feature extracting mechanism should be able to reduce the pattern vector (the original waveform) to a much lower dimension, which may have most of the critical information that was present in the original vector.
A feature can be said to be a minimal unit, which is able to distinguish maximally close up units. The extracted feature vector should have the following characteristics: (a) the dimension should be small, (b) it should be stable for a long time interval, (c) it should be easy to compute from the samples of input speech, (d) it is able to alert extensively from one class to another, (e) it is not sensitive to the unrelated deviation in the speech input, and (f) there should be no correlation with the other features.
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
The next step after the processing of speech is to use the DWT to change the input speech signal to a frequency domain from the time domain. Some significant features can only be analyzed in the frequency domain, thus, it is common to examine the speech signal in the frequency domain. To enlighten what is the discrete wavelet transform, we have to first clarify the concept of continuous wavelet transform (CWT). This is because a DWT is devised by a CWT. A CWT can be defined as the sum over the entire signal's time multiplied by its scaled and shifted versions of the wavelet function (Ψ) [21] :
….. (8) wheres is the scale and p is the position of the wavelet. In Fig. 6 , a CWT breaks one signal into sub-wavelets of diverse scales and positions. There are two main approaches using wavelet for speech decomposition, i.e., DWT and the wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) [11] . For this work DWT is used.
In DWT, the transform of a particular signal is just a different variety of representing the signal. It does not change the content of information of the signal. For numerous signals, the low-frequency part holds the most significant portion because it provides an identity to a signal. In wavelet analysis, approximations and details are often considered. The approximations are the low-frequency, high-scale components of the signal. Where, the details are in the high frequency components, low-scale. The DWT can be defined by the following Eq.(9):
where Ψ(t) is called the mother wavelet which is a time function with finite energy and fast decay. The time domain signal's consecutive high-pass and low-pass filtering is defined by the following equations:
,…….... (11) whereg represents the approximate coefficient and h represents the detailed coefficients. In DWT, by passing the preceding approximation coefficients, each level is calculated through a high and low pass filters.
Fig.7: Decomposition tree
There are many types or families of wavelets (see Fig. 8 ), which are corresponded beside the shape of the desired signal whose wavelet transform is required. The wavelet is selected on the basis of its similarity in the shape [21] to the desired physical characteristics of the signal. 
Proposed technique for feature vector extraction
As discussed in section 3.6, the speech signal is divided into three sets of identical length, with 33% overlap. For feature extraction, each set is independently decomposed by using DWT, to determine the efficiency of these wavelet families for speech recognition. Three types or families are used for decomposing the speech signal,that is,haar, db-8, and sym-8 [5-6-7] . This is because there is a need. Each frame of the original signal is decomposed by DWT [21] using haar, db-8, and sym-8 mother wavelet up to level 5. The number of levels for all the applied wavelet families isthe same because the same number of feature vectors for all the cases is required. DWT decomposition facilitates analysing a speech signal at dissimilar frequency bands. At every level of DWT, there exist two types of filters [21] (low-pass and high-pass filter). The decomposition of a signal S into these filters is shown in Fig.9 . If the frequency range of an input speech signal is from 0 to f, then the frequencies above (f÷2)are cut off by the low-pass filter, while the frequencies below (f÷2)are cut off by the high-pass filter. Filtering a speech signal is equivalent to the convolution mathematical operation of the signal [22] [23] by the filter's impulse response (see Eq. (10) and Eq. (11)). In DWT decomposition case, these filters correspond to the mother wavelet coefficients.
Fig.10: Signal x[n] is passed through both low and high pass filters and it is down sampled by 2
Every DWT decomposition is trailed by sub-sampling of 2 (see Fig. 10 ). After 5 levels of decomposition, 6 DWT coefficients are obtained for every part out of three parts for the whole speech signal. Therefore, a sum of 18 DWT coefficients is obtained for the whole signal. After this, the energy percentage of every part of the speech signal and also the energy in every DWT coefficient (sub-bands) is calculated. In other words, the percentage energy of the entire speech frame as well as the energy in every sub-band of the frame (as DWT coefficient) is calculated. At the end, an array of 18 values of energy coefficients for every input speech signal is acquired by merging the energy values of all three speech parts. Hence, 18 features vector for every speech sample are obtained.
A hybrid of DWT and FFANN is used in this work. The DWT is used to change the input speech signal to the frequency domain from the time domain. The major reason for using DWT for feature extraction is its capability to capture both frequency and location information as compared to the Fourier transform. On the other hand, the FFANN has the advantage of rapid training and the flexibility of addition/removal of training samples.
CLASSIFICATION MODEL
In speech recognition, there are three common methods for classification: Hidden Markov Model (HMM), DTW [12] , and ANNs. Currently ANNs isemployed in several researches because of its parallel distributed processing capabilities, error stability, distributed memories, and distinguishing ability of pattern learning [11] .
In the process of selecting the best classifier for the proposed system, we developed and tested the ANNs in various configurations, especially the size and the number of hidden layers. Table 2 shows some of the accuracyresults for 20 classes case applied on db-8 level 5 features. A maximum accuracy of 95.2% was obtained with two hidden layered ANN model (18, 20, 20, 1) . Therefore,this is the selected network model for the proposed system. MSE is a performance function that computes the average squared error between the output (a) of network (calculated output) and the output (t) of the target (desired output). Since each input is given to the NN, the output of the NN is judged with the target. The mentioned error is computed as the amount of difference between the target and the network output. The goal is to reduce the average of the sun of errors.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A series of experiments were conducted to find the accuracy rate of the proposed system. Inthe proposed system, speech samples of 20 Urdu words (see table 1) from tendifferent speakers were acquired. The environment effect was not considered on the proposed system. All the speech samples were recorded in a general environment. Although, the de-noising algorithm is employed, noise was not added intentionally to the speech samples. All the speech samples were recorded at different times based on the availability of speakers.
The same techniques of pre-processing and feature vector extraction were applied on all the speech samples in a single experiment. Three types of feature extraction techniques (see section 4.2) were applied. All the speech samples were divided into training and testing subset for classification. The division of samples is done such as 50% speech samples is used for training subset and the rest of 50% samples as testing subset. Experiments were performed for two, five, ten, 15, and 20 Urdu words. In each experiment, the number of sample for a single Urdu word (class) are ten(speech samples collected from tenspeakers for a single Urdu word). Therefore, on the 50% division policy, 5 samples go through training subset while the remaining fivesamples go through testing subset.After training the network, the same trained network has been used for testing the remaining 50% samples (testing subset). The accuracy is computed on the basis of predicted and target value. 
Results obtained with db-8, level-5 DWT family
Experiments were performed using db-8 level 5 DWT filter on two, five, ten, 15, and 20 classes (Urdu words) with tenspeakers.
(e) Fig. 12 : Net performance (a) for 2 classes using db-8 (b) for 5 classes using db-8 (c) for 10 classes using db-8 (d) for 15 classes using db-8 (e) for 20 classes using db-8
After training the network on 50% of the samples, the remaining 50% samples (reserved for testing) were used for testing. Fig. 12 (a-e) shows the network performance result for different setups of experiment using db-8 level 5 DWT family. The training process stops when MSE (blue line) reaches to goal (black line at the bottom of graphs). These graphs show the number of epochs performed during the training process and also the performance of the training process.
Results obtained with haar, level-5 DWT family
(e) Fig. 13 : Net performance (a) for 2 classes using haar (b) for 5 classes using haar (c) for 10 classes using haar (d) for 15 classes using haar (e) for 20 classes using haar
The same setup, as was used for db-8, has been used for haar level-5 DWT filter too. Fig. 13 (a-e) shows the network performance results for different setup of experiments using haar level-5 DWT family.
Results obtained with sym-8, level-5 DWT family
Experiments were also performed using sym-8 level 5 DWT filter on two, five, ten, 15, and 20 classes (Urdu words) with 10 speakers, as done previously for db-8 and haar level-5 DWT filter. The same setup has been used for sym-8 level-5 DWT filter too. Fig. 14 (a-e) shows the network performance results for different setups of experiments using sym-8 level 5 DWT family.
Fig. 14: Net performance (a) for 2 classes using sym-8 (b) for 5 classes using sym-8 (c) for 10 classes using sym-8 (d) for 15 classes using sym-8 (e) for 20 classes using sym-8 From this scenario, it can be concluded that db-8 level-5 outperforms thehaar and sym-8 DWT filters for 10, 15, and 20 class problem. It also reveals that db-8 level-5 shows more consistency and accuracy as compared to others. Therefore, the best results obtained from the proposed system are using db-8 level-5. Hence, this work recommends db-8 level 5 DWT family for any speech recognition problem which may use DWT analysis. As shown in Fig.15 , db-8 level-5 has the minimal amount of descent when the number of words increases. Hence db-8 level-5 performs better for a large database of speech samples.
Experiments on other oriental languages and comparison with baseline
We have conducted a detailed experiment of the proposed approach using the Urdu. This section extends the experiment presented in Section 6 by applying the proposed approach using a database from Pashto and Persian languages. We use 20 words each ofthese languages. This makes our database to constitute a total of 60 unique words. Table 3 lists the words from Pashto and Persian. The words used for the Urdu language have already been mentioned in Table 1 . Further to add speaker independence and diversity to the complete dataset, these 60 words are repeatedly added to the dataset using ten different subjects (i.e., 10 male and 10 females). This makes our dataset to constitute600 samples.
To evaluate the proposed approach on the complete dataset of the oriental language, we calculate the accuracy for each of the word in the dataset. The words are repeated 4 times for recognition by 2 different subjects (one male and one female). The accuracy is computed as the average of all the 4 attempts. Fig. 16 shows the perword average accuracy for the items in the database. Based on the results presented in Fig. 16 , the average accuracy of the proposed approach for the given database of the oriental language words is 93.91%. To compare the proposed approach with a baseline method, we have opted for the method presented in [43] . The choice of [43] is made based on its close relevance with the problem statement. The work we have proposed deals with isolated words of the oriental languages, which are the same as addressed by the approach in [43] . However, the work in [43] only addresses Bangla language. This makes [43] a baseline approach for the proposed work in this paper. We have replicated the approach in [43] for our dataset, and have shown the comparison in Fig. 17 .
The approach in [43] utilized a databank of ten words recorded using ten speakers. However, the proposed work in this paper has a databank of 60 unique words each repeated ten times, making the complete dataset consisting of 600 samples. In addition to this, the databank used in this paper consists of three different languages, making the problem at hand more complex. As shown in Fig. 17 , the proposed approach performs better in accuracy for all the words except for the two words, i.e., six and seven. The results in Fig. 17 are averaged over 4 iterations and consider the three orientallanguages while calculating the accuracy. Taking the complete dataset into consideration, the proposed approach has an overall accuracy of 93.91%, whereas, the accuracy of baseline method is 87.95%. The proposed approach has performed low for the words Dwa, Do, Chloor, Chahar, Nah, and Noh. It may be noticed that the baseline approach also performs lowerin recognizing these words. However, the Proposed approach  98  70  99  70  88  99  100  88  70  100  100  100  100  100  85  99  100  100  100  100  100  100   0   20   40   60   80   100   120 Per-word avg.
accuracy overall accuracy of the proposed approach is better than the baseline. During the multiple iterations for recognising the isolated words, the proposed approach fails in too few of the iterations. The accuracy of the baseline approach is reported 96.332% for the Bangla language. This is due to the smaller databank. As the dataset gets larger, the chances of misclassification also increase. This is demonstrated in this work where the same approach used for Bangla language achieves low accuracy for the words from the oriental languages with a databank of 60 words and 600 samples.
The key strength of the proposed approach is the hybrid of DWT and FFANN. The DWT has the capability to capture both the frequency and location information as compared to the Fourier transform. On the other hand, the FFANN has the advantage of rapid training and the flexibility of addition/removal of training samples. This makes them an ideal combination. The isolated word recognition in this caseby using the combination of DWT and FFANN has proved to yield better results as compared to the baseline approach. The use of DWT in the proposed approach enables us to separate the fine details in a given signal. Theoretically, this is done by using small wavelets for fine details in the signal. For uneven signals, very large wavelets can be used for identification. Additionally, the DWT has an advantage of avoiding any degradation while de-noising a signal.
Most of the previous works, including the work in [43] , have used Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) analysisfor feature extraction before the signal is presented to the ANN. The use of MFCC is based on an assumption that the fundamental frequency is much lower than the frequency components of the linguistic message. This is required to exclude the fundamental frequency and the harmonics. For the real-world scenarios, the aforementioned assumption is not true for the female speakers. This decreases the accuracy of the speech recognition systems utilizing MFCC. 
DISCUSSION
The experiments section of this paper has presented a detailed work on the utilization of ANN combined with the DWT to recognize isolated words from the oriental languages. We start by pre-processing the recorded speech samples so that these can be normalized before presentation to the ANN. It was noticed that under regular conditions the initial 200 milliseconds region was classified as the unvoiced portion of speech samples. The speech samples were divided into three portions after the normalization step. The reason for this was to group a sample in three portions in a way that they have 33% region in common. The DWT was used to change the input speech signal to the frequency domain from the time domain. The major reason for using DWT for feature extraction is its capability to capture both the frequency and the location information as compared to the Fourier transform. On the other hand, the FFANN has the advantage of rapid training and flexibility of addition/removal of the training samples. For feature extraction, the three portions of the speech samples are independently decomposed using DWT. For decomposing the speech signal haar, db-8, and sym-8 are used. The decomposition is performed ofup to five levels. 
Proposed approach Baseline
Once the features are extracted from the input sample, we employed ANN as classifier. ANNs are employed because of their parallel distributed processing capability, error stability, distributed memories, and distinguishing ability for pattern learning. In the experiments, we have tested 9 variations of the ANN architectures as mentioned in Table 2 . These variations are based on the number of hidden layers,the number of neurons in the hidden layer, and the number of neurons in the output layer.The experiments show better performance of the NN architecture with 18 neurons in the input layer, 20 neurons each in the 2 hidden layers, and one neuron in the output layer. For the training of ANN,Rprop was used. The system showed 100% accuracy for all the DWT filters. Further, db-8 level-5 DWT filter showed 98.40%, 95.73%, and 95.20% accuracy rate for 10, 15, and 20 classes, respectively. Haar level-5 DWT filter showed 97.20%, 94.40%, and 91% accuracy for 10, 15, and 20 classes, respectively. Similarly sym-8 level-5 showed 95.20%, 94.67%, and 89.40% for the same number of classes, respectively.
In the experiments, we have used two more oriental languages, i.e., Pashto and Persian. The accuracy for the complete dataset is calculated. The dataset consists of 600 samples with 60 unique words. The per-word accuracies of the dataset range from 70% to 100%. We see low accuracy rates for the words having similar pronunciation in Urdu, Pashto, and Persian languages. Example of such words includes: Do, Dwa, Chaar, Chloor, Chahar, and Nau, Nah, Noh, from Urdu, Pashto, and Persian languages, respectively.
CONCLUSION
This work has presented a system for speaker independent speech recognition of isolated words from the oriental languages. The proposed work combined both the DWT with FFANN to recognize isolated words. This goal was achieved with speech signal capturing, by creating database of speech samples and then by applying pre-processing techniques. For features extraction, the speech signal was decomposed using DWT with up to 5 levels, using db-8, haar, and sym-8. After decomposition, the energy on the high pass filter and low pass filters of every buffer segment was calculated and combinedwith all the 18 results in feature vectors of the speech sample.Classificationwas performed by 4 layered FFANN model with Rprop back-propagation. Experiments were performed using db-8, haar, and sym-8 level 5 DWT filter, respectively on 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 classes with 10/20 speakers on 50% division policy. The proposed system shows100% accuracy for all the DWT filters used for twoand fiveclasses. Further, the results revealed that the db-8 level-5 outperformshaar and sym-8 DWT filters in accuracy for ten, 15, and 20 class problem.The proposed speech recognition mechanism can be used for speech recognition based on phonemes for large vocabulary and provides a communication interface to illiterate people of the subcontinent so that they can use voice commands in their native language. On the application side, this work can be extended to the isolated word recognition system for any oriental language.
